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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0772176A1] Information slide or disc provided with a pop-up, formed by two cover sheets in between which an inner sheet is slidable or
rotatable, wherein in a cover sheet an opening is provided, and wherein a pop-up portion is connected to the cover sheet, which pop-up portion at
its joint to the cover sheet can be moved from a first position, in which the pop-up portion lies substantially in one plane with the plane of the cover
sheet, upwards to a second position, in which the pop-up portion stands in an angle with respect to the plane of the cover sheet, and wherein the
pop-up portion is connected through the opening in the cover sheet to a lift-up portion which is provided on the inner sheet, which lift-up portion
can be moved from a first position, in which the lift-up portion lies substantially in one plane with the plane of the inner sheet, upwards to a second
position, in which the lift-up portion is disposed in an angle with respect to the plane of the inner sheet and can stick through the opening in the
cover sheet, in such a way, that when the inner sheet is slided or rotated the lift-up portion moves the pop-up portion upwards and downwards.
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